Crowdsourcing Treatments for Low Back Pain
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ABSTRACT
Low back pain (LBP) is a globally common condition with no silver bullet solutions. Further, the lack of therapeutic consensus causes challenges in choosing suitable solutions to try. In this work, we crowdsourced knowledge bases on LBP treatments. The knowledge bases were used to rank and offer best-matching LBP treatments to end users. We collected two knowledge bases: one from clinical professionals and one from non-professionals. Our quantitative analysis revealed that non-professional end users perceived the best treatments by both groups as equally good. However, the worst treatments by non-professionals were clearly seen as inferior to the lowest ranking treatments by professionals. Certain treatments by professionals were also perceived significantly differently by non-professionals and professionals themselves. Professionals found our system handy for self-reflection and for educating new patients, while non-professionals appreciated the reliable decision support that also respected the non-professional opinion.
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INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing offers means to distribute large volumes of work into smaller, easy to complete chunks to a remote labour force. While the crowdsourcing tasks typically found in online labour markets are fairly simple and repetitive, increasingly also more challenging work is being pitched to the crowds [18,23] — often by orchestrating the workers by using intermediary collaboration solutions [10]. One example of using crowdsourcing in more complex work is offering real-time health information [3,12].

Our work is also contextualised within the health domain, where people are increasingly seeking help on the Internet [7,16,20]. We focus on a chronic medical condition: low back pain (LBP). LBP has been recently estimated to cause more disability globally than any other condition [14]. It was also responsible for over 20 million disability-adjusted life years in the US alone in 2010, and its age-standardised prevalence was found highest in Western Europe [14]. Further, LBP has no silver bullet solutions to it, and the lack of therapeutic consensus causes a practical problem in choosing treatments to try [26]. Therefore, exploring systems to support people suffering from LBP is warranted.

Crowdsourcing has been identified as helpful in collecting and assessing potential answers to a given problem [6]. In our work, we developed Back Pain Workshop — a crowdsourced online system that helps people suffering from LBP answer the question “what is a good way to treat my low back pain?”. Our lightweight decision support system stores structured data [9] on LBP treatments and aggregates the collected data to rank and offer treatments using the principles behind wisdom of the crowd [25].

Using Back Pain Workshop, we collected two knowledge bases: one from clinical professionals — medical doctors and physiotherapists specialised in back pain — and one from non-professionals (everyone else). This is a crucial aspect of the work. Understanding the patients’ experiential expertise in contrast to the medical experience of professionals is seen as highly desired in the age of unguided advice on social services online [11,16]. The two knowledge bases consist of the assessments for all the collected LBP treatments in regard to four criteria that our domain expert collaborators identified as the most suitable ones to explore. This means collecting a subjective “goodness” value from multiple respondents to each treatment-criterion pair using a value between 1-100. The same scale-based assessment model has been validated as intuitive in capturing subjective knowledge on multiple-choice questions [9,13].
Our work answers the following research questions:

**RQ1a:** Are treatments crowdsourced from professionals perceived differently by professionals themselves and non-professionals?

**RQ1b:** How do non-professionals perceive treatments crowdsourced from non-professionals in comparison to treatments crowdsourced from professionals?

**RQ2:** What kind of added value can such crowdsourced knowledge on back pain treatments offer to the two relevant stakeholders: professionals and non-professionals?

Our results show that non-professionals perceive the best treatments by non-professionals to be as high quality as the best treatments by professionals. However, the worst treatments by non-professionals are clearly worse than the worst by professionals, from the non-professional’s viewpoint. Further, certain treatments by professionals are clearly rated differently by professionals and non-professionals. Non-professionals find value in the tool offering trustworthy (professional) information that does not dismiss their own opinions. Professionals, on the other hand, can benefit from being able to self-reflect based on the collected data and potentially in discussions with non-professionals in clinical work.

**RELATED WORK**

Conceptually Back Pain Workshop is located at the intersection of crowdsourced decision support systems and health information discovery. A key distinction between related work and our case is that we allow the users choose the knowledge source: professionals or non-professionals.

**Non-professionals Vs. Professionals**

Considering the differences of domain experts (professionals) and ordinary contributors is an important issue not only in crowdsourcing [8], but also in the medical domain [11,16]. Professionals with high levels of expertise can be difficult to reach and expensive, while non-experts cannot necessarily provide the needed high-quality output. The role of expert vs. non-expert contributions has been explored in various contexts: Voyant, for example, uses non-experts from an online labour market to evaluate visual designs [27]. With Voyant, workers were found to provide relevant design feedback, and, at times, the feedback was even seen as a fair substitute for expert feedback, since the system does not require scheduling meetings or other time-consuming face-to-face events. Therefore, a related key challenge, or opportunity, of crowdsourcing is increasing the quality of the labour produced by non-expert contributors, as domain experts can be expensive or challenging to reach.

Improving the quality of contributions by training and educating the non-expert workforce can be useful in contexts where the requester has continuous access to the same worker. For example, in learning about nutrition, expert-generated-explanations, *i.e.* short descriptions that experts used to justify the correct answers, were found as highly useful in training non-experts [5]. In addition to experts’ feedback, comparing one’s own contributions to the comparative frequencies of others’ contributions has been shown to rapidly improve workers’ expertise in voting-based tasks [21]. Another technique for improving non-expert contributions is using rubrics to augment the assessment task. Yuan *et al.* explored how to enhance the feedback capabilities of non-experts and found that non-experts can produce expert-quality feedback on visual designs, if supported adequately with rubrics [28].

Particularly in the medical domain, the role of non-experts’ expertise is often seen as complementary [11]. The common conclusion is that peer-to-peer non-expert information systems are not enough to replace the advice of seasoned clinicians [16]. Studies conducted by answering online forums point out that non-experts can be very resourceful in medical questions and encourage others to see a doctor when necessary [15].

**Crowdsourcing Health Information**

The role of professionals is seen as increasingly important *e.g.*, in producing and verifying the validity of health information [7]. For instance, Kelley *et al.* used professionals to collectively brainstorm data types that would be meaningful to track in mental health context, and the data types were then used to compare students’ experiences to experts’ perspectives [17]. Professionals can also greatly benefit from crowdsourcing especially in ideation of new approaches or distributed knowledge collection on specific health problems [4]. Maclean and Heer also demonstrated how the crowds can be harnessed to extract official medical terms – or basically subject descriptors – from online properties containing text authored by non-experts [20]. This highlights the usefulness of non-expert contributions in the medical field, and such descriptors can then be used to help professionals find and read real-world experiences on the identified topics.

Recent work has also highlighted how crowdsourcing can offer a handy means to tap into the ideas and collective knowledge of audiences almost in real-time, making it suitable for assisting people with certain medical problems. As an example, *VizWiz* is a mobile application that allows blind people to quickly post visual problems for online workers to solve in near real-time [3]. A more recent example comes from Hong *et al.*, who explored how to help people with autism in their everyday life by providing crowdsourced social support on coping with different everyday situations [12].

**Crowdsourcing Decision Support**

Decision support systems are computer-aided mechanisms, historically designed to offer decision support for large organisations [2], and more recently, individual persons as well [24]. Crowdsourcing has also been investigated in the context of decision support [6]. For instance, *TaskGenies*...
[19] is a system that allows the crowd to cost-effectively generate concrete action plans for users to follow. Such plans help people to coordinate and complete more tasks daily. Agapie et al. introduced PlanSourcing as means to come up with specific, achievable plans using the crowd [1]. Their work showed that friends and strangers alike can help create plans that lead to meaningful behavioural change. Another, and arguably the most similar example to our approach, is from Hosio et al. who introduced a crowd-based decision support system that pitched pre-defined questions, answers, and evaluation criteria to the crowd [13]. Their users were found to trust the information collected by other users, and that breaking down a question into answers and criteria is conceptually easy to understand for the crowd.

As with any crowdsourcing system [8], reaching the correct type of contributors is a key consideration also when turning the crowd’s collective judgement into decision support. Concepts relying on the aggregated, collective knowledge of the audience must ensure that the crowd members do not know who the others are, or how they have assessed an option [25]. In our work, we leverage crowdsourcing to create a very lightweight online DSS that uses both clinical professionals and the general public to collect and assess health (LBP) information. Using the collected information, it then allows users to discover LBP treatments that best match their requirements.

**SYSTEM DESIGN**

Back Pain Workshop is accessible on a dedicated top-level domain online (http://kipuriihi.org/), and its main functionality consists of two separate parts: assessing and contributing treatments, and using the collected knowledge to provide treatments that best match the user’s needs. End users request treatments by specifying preferred values for criteria describing the treatments. This allows users to conduct a “what-if analysis”, i.e. experiment with multiple different input (criteria) configurations to explore the output (treatments) of the system [2]. Back Pain Workshop was implemented using standard HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, with PHP and MySQL on the server side.

**Assessing and Contributing Treatments**

When first visiting Back Pain Workshop, the front page displays a welcome message, information and motivational facts about the project, as well as information on how to get started. The visitor is informed that the purpose of the project is to assess back pain treatments provided by other visitors and to contribute their own treatment ideas. The motivation is based on the fact that most people in Finland at some point suffer from back pain, and that the relevant authorities are interested in “hearing the visitor’s important opinion”. The front page, depicted in Figure 1, aims to entice visitors to contribute information, and thus it contains no links to the treatment discovery interface of Back Pain Workshop (described later).

**Assessing Treatments**

The data model storing the assessments is similar to the one developed by Goncalves et al. to assess potential answers for any arbitrary question by breaking down the question into answers, criteria, and their relations [9]. The answers are evaluated in terms of every individual criterion. For example, considering the question “How to treat back pain”, the possible treatments “Weightlifting exercises” and “Ashtanga yoga” could be assessed using the criteria “works fast” and “monetary cost”, on a scale from 1 to 100.

The used data model is useful for our purposes, as it can be used for decision support by simply retrieving and mathematically aggregating a given answer’s ratings [13]. Second, it is dynamic, i.e. new treatments can be added and assessed run-time, and each user can contribute as many ratings as desired. This helps us in crowdsourcing a big picture understanding from several small contributions (as explored recently in [10]). This is important, as LBP has no silver bullet solutions, and the number of solicited treatments – also by non-professionals and commercial operators – is practically endless [26]. Thus, the data model is the cornerstone for facilitating evolving knowledge bases of LBP information that accommodate new treatments and their assessments on the go.

![Figure 1. The front page. From top: header area with social sharing and get started button, information area, questionnaire (replaced with a placeholder to save space), contact details and footer with the logos of all collaborators to increase trust and transparency.](image-url)
strictly from a more medical viewpoint. The questionnaire is located under the info section but omitted from Figure 1 to save space, as it is extensive (15 items: dropdowns, radio buttons, input fields on personal pain levels, pain history, surgical history, lifestyle, occupation, education, etc.). We branded the footer of the front page with our own contact details and logos of three partner organisations (University of Oulu, Finland, The Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, and Academy of Finland (funding agency) for transparency and increased trust.

After completing the questionnaire, the area is dynamically replaced with an interactive area to assess treatments, as shown in Figure 2. The area contains a collapsible deck with instructions and a maximum of 12 LBP treatments contributed by earlier users (Figure 2, B). The treatments are shown in order of total ratings given so far, with the topmost treatments having the fewest ratings. This is to balance the amount of ratings each treatment receives, as visitors are likely to start from the top. When a visitor clicks a chosen treatment, its detailed description together with a slider input for each, to assess how well the criterion describes the treatment, on a 1-100 scale. To ensure precision, we followed two design guidelines for sliders discussed in [22]: no tick marks in the axis, and providing dynamic feedback to show the value in real time as the user slides the handle. The accuracy of the collected data grows as a function of the number of contributors, as per theory behind the wisdom of crowds [25].

Contributing new Treatments
We decided to allow visitors to contribute a new treatment to the system only after first assessing at least five treatments. This way the system allowed visitors to explore the concept and have a reasonable overview of other contributions while attempting to minimise overlap. In our early pilot tests before publishing the deployment, we observed that if we solicited new treatments immediately after the questionnaire, almost all users contributed a treatment very similar to “physical exercise”. Further, we note that each visitor at this stage is unaware of the actual crowd assessments, i.e., how well the treatments perform in others’ opinion, and thus this design decision was a necessity towards crowdsourcing diverse information.

Treatment Discovery
The treatment discovery interface is accessible on a separate page, and visitors are not required to complete a pre-questionnaire to access it. Visitors are presented with generic information (Figure 3, A) regarding the project and a set of controls to conduct an ad-hoc what-if analysis [24] (Figure 3, B) to interactively retrieve treatment suggestions.

Figure 2. Assessing treatments (interface translated to English, treatments in Finnish in this screenshot). A: General instructions. B: Maximum of 12 low back pain treatments to choose from. C: Detailed description of the treatment. D: Deck with sliders to assess the treatment. E: Link to reveal input fields to propose a new criterion to the system.

When assessing treatments, the user can choose to rate any of the 12 simultaneously displayed treatments. Then, the user rates according to the displayed criteria. The user does not have to use all criteria, but can leave a partial assessment by using only the criteria they want to. After submitting the assessments for a single treatment, a new treatment is fetched from the knowledge base and appended to the list of treatments available for assessment. This process is repeated until there are no more treatments to assess or the visitor simply stops.

Figure 3. Discovering treatments (interface translated to English, treatments in Finnish in this screenshot). A: General instructions. B: Controls to choose data origin and number of treatments to fetch and to define the ideal criteria for the treatments. C: Discovery results with a goodness-of-fit value and the number of ratings that the value is based on.

The controls (Figure 3, B) allow the visitor to determine how many treatments should the system query (3, 5, or 10) and set the information source using radio buttons: professionals, non-professionals (community), or a union of both. Finally, a slider (1-100) is rendered per each criterion in the knowledge base for setting a desired “optimal” treatment that the system then tries to match as best as
possible among the available treatments. The underlying ranking process uses a summed Euclidian distance between the values entered by the user, and the respective mean values in the knowledge base. Thus, smaller values mean better goodness-of-fit. This approach follows the theory behind wisdom of the crowd [25], and has been found as producing accurate knowledge from crowds [13]. The analysis can be repeated as many times as necessary, and by using any subset of the available criteria. After clicking a button to start the match-making process, the system queries the knowledge base and returns the best matching treatments, including information on how many individual ratings is the match-making process based on (Figure 3, C).

Moderation
We decided to handle moderation manually by manipulating the MySQL databases prior to conducting any studies with real end users who discovered treatments. Instead of a community-based moderation approach, we chose to moderate entries on our own, as it was paramount that no harmful entries are offered to visitors.

**EXPERIMENT DETAILS**
Table 1 offers a brief introduction to the study stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Stage</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collecting treatments from professionals, curating those to form a “gold-standard” set by clinical professionals.</td>
<td>Collect an initial batch of treatment suggestions from verified professionals (mailing lists), and use that batch to curate a list of “gold-standard” treatments by combining similar treatments (together with our medical collaborators).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals assessing the gold-standard treatments</td>
<td>Provide a professional assessment to the curated “gold-standard” treatments (using the same mailing lists) in terms of four criteria defined by our collaborators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public call (social media, online) to assess treatments in the system (contributed earlier by professionals) and to collect and assess new treatments.</td>
<td>Provide a non-professional assessment to the treatments inserted by professionals, and also to collect and assess treatments from non-professionals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public call (social media, mailing lists, online) to use the discovery interface, now bootstrapped with both knowledge bases.</td>
<td>Collect end-user impressions on the treatment discovery tool (Figure 3) with surveys, from professionals and non-professionals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home visits and showcasing the tool at a tech fair in a prototype future hospital.</td>
<td>Collect interview data from real back pain patients as well as from future professionals, to complement the survey data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of the experiment stages in chronological order (from top to bottom).

While Back Pain Workshop is capable of simultaneously facilitating both data collection and offering treatment discovery on the collected data, we divided the study into two stages. First, we separately harvested data from professionals and non-professionals. Second, we invited users from both groups to explore the treatment discovery feature to provide us insights and feedback about the system and the collected information.

The study we report was conducted in a highly sporadic fashion because there is no crowdsourcing market available where we would be able to recruit clinical professionals on LBP. Further, we wanted to offer this platform to real people suffering from (or interested about) LBP. Thus, we had to engage several different communities and organisations to gain access to the correct audiences. The data collection took place from January 2016 to August 2016.

**Crowdsourcing and Assessing Treatments**
All data was collected anonymously online and from different sources to avoid participants’ influence on each other and to promote diversity among participants. These are essentially pre-requisites for a smart crowd and help in obtaining high-quality knowledge from crowds [1,25]. The professionals’ knowledge base was collected from clinical professionals (medical doctors and physiotherapists specialised in treating back pain conditions) and the second one from non-professionals (everyone else).

**Professionals’ Data Collection and Curation**
There is no labour market available that could provide us with input by clinical professionals. Therefore, we contacted a medical doctor from the local university hospital (professor, specialised in LBP research and treatment with decades of experience in the field). Upon agreeing on collaboration, we gained access to a mailing list of clinical professionals. More specifically, the professionals we reached this way were all licenced members of The Finnish Spinal Health Association (either physiotherapists and doctors specialised in treating LBP). We bootstrapped our system with five treatments and four criteria, both defined by our domain expert collaborator. A similar approach, taken in [17], was found to result in highly useful data on issues that may be important not only for the professionals directly involved, but also for the domain area at large. Then, we posted a call to participate in a “national back pain study” to the mentioned email-list, promising to share the results later.

After waiting for two weeks to ensure that most of the willing professionals on the email list had their chance to contribute, we asked three other clinical professionals (colleagues) to help curate the collected treatments into a set of “gold standard” treatments, i.e., to combine similar treatments into better-articulated treatment suggestions.

At this point, because the collected treatments were no longer in the system in their original form, we purged the so far accumulated ratings from the knowledge base. Then, the system was bootstrapped with the new, curated treatments
and the same four criteria. As the treatments were re-worded and curated, the call was then emailed again to the same list of professionals, but this time adding new treatments of criteria was prevented. To clarify, purging was necessary, because manual curation of the treatments changed the original wordings, and we wanted to collect a new set of clean ratings for every treatment-criterion pair exactly as they were in the system.

Non-professional Data Collection
The data collection from non-professionals was performed by publishing a similar invitation to participate on web and social media properties of The Finnish Spinal Health Association and any other back pain related social media properties we could find. This took place after the professionals’ data collection stage had completed. This quickly proved a functional approach, and several people shared the call on their own profiles. Further, a large regional newspaper covered the project in a large 2-page feature story, providing us with mainstream attention.

While usability-wise the system functioned identically as with professionals, now the system was bootstrapped with the curated treatments and criteria from the professionals’ data collection stage. This was never revealed to participants, however, and the instructions simply encouraged participants to “assess treatments from other participants”. Thus, participants never knew whether they were assessing treatments originating from professionals or from non-professionals. We see this as important, as we expect people to automatically trust more treatments that are from a trusted origin (professionals). Such skewing of opinions based on authority is unwanted in our scenario that relies on wisdom of the crowd.

While we also solicited new criteria at this stage, these were merely collected and never appeared in the system. The addition of one criterion means that new data must be collected for each treatment in the system, if we want that criterion to be used in data analysis. Thus, we opted to maximise our chances in collecting comprehensive data for the criteria defined by our domain expert collaborator instead of increasing the complexity of the data collection.

End-user Perspective
After the data collection stage, we opened the final stage of the study where we solicited end-users to discover treatments and provide feedback. Again, the call was published in social media and also by emailing prior participants. This stage also took place online, and the visitors landed on a dedicated page containing the interactive discovery interface depicted in Figure 3. The system was modified to prompt a call to take a survey after finishing a minimum of 5 what-if analyses. We also collected interview data by 1) visiting the homes of 4 back pain patients, and 2) by participating in a tech fair, in a local “prototype future hospital” in Oulu. There, Back Pain Workshop was accepted as one of the showcased “future medical systems”. 29 next-generation clinicians (final year medical students and physiotherapists) used the system and provided insights on its potential or challenges from the doctors’ perspective. We note that in Finland, final year medical students have already been treating real patients for 2-3 years, well qualifying the users as professionals.

RESULTS

Professionals’ Data Collection Stage
Initially, 65 professionals (37 m, 28 f, age range 29 to 76 years, mean age = 53.0, SD = 11.4) filled in the pre-questionnaire. Of them, 39 contributed a new treatment suggestion to Back Pain Workshop. No new criteria were added by professionals at this point. Then, the collaborating professionals grouped the 39 entries into 12 items based on their thematic similarities, using a shared online Google spread sheet. Table 2 lists the four criteria and the final 12 aggregated treatments. These are translated versions of the titles (we omit the descriptions to save space), presented here to show what type of treatments were being assessed. The versions in our system all contain more thorough explanations, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>TREATMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1: Cost to the patient</td>
<td>C3: Duration of effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Speed of effect</td>
<td>C4: Efficiency in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Therapeutic exercise</td>
<td>7: Treatment of comorbid conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Exercise in general</td>
<td>8: Ergonomic advice and adjustments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Information, education</td>
<td>9: Biopsychosocial approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Spinal manipulation</td>
<td>10: Stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Painkillers, drugs</td>
<td>11: Breathing techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Strength training</td>
<td>12: Psychological treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Final criteria and treatments contributed by professionals.

Finally, after purging and bootstrapping the knowledge base again, we invited professionals to assess the 12 treatments against the four criteria. This time, 28 professionals (19 m, 9 f, age ranging from 29 to 70, mean = 55.8, SD = 10.0) filled in the pre-questionnaire on the front page. Of these, 17 proceeded to rate available treatments, and together they contributed a total of 610 ratings (average of 50.8 per treatment, or 12.7 ratings per treatment-criterion pair). This set of 12 assessed treatments basically formed the professionals’ knowledge base used in the studies in this article. A second knowledge base was collected as follows.

Non-professionals’ Data Collection Stage
288 non-professional participants (63 m, 225 f, age range 23 to 75, mean = 47.2, SD = 11.8) contributed to the non-professional knowledge base. We consider this crowd as relatively knowledgeable about the topic, as only 18 of the entire crowd had never experienced back pain during their lives. Further, at the exact moment of participating, 211 (73%) users were experiencing at least some magnitude of back pain. In total, this crowd contributed 69 new treatment ideas. We manually moderated 13 of these, as their titles or descriptions were gibberish, missing or they were clearly too ambiguous (e.g., “asdfsadf”, “pdf”, or “do stuff”). Thus,
we accepted 56 valid new entries to be added to the set of treatments, for later visitors to assess. We did not receive any derogatory or medically harmful treatment ideas, and thus we did not have to manually intervene to the collection process. Non-professionals also contributed 2 new criteria, but these were not added to the system to ensure sufficient data collection for the four criteria that were curated earlier by professionals. The non-professionals’ criteria suggestions were: i) availability [in your area], ii) duration of the treatment. The four patients visited consisted of 3 females (25, 25, 60 y/o) and 1 male (31 y/o).

**Summary and Data Cleaning**

Table 3 presents an overview of the collected data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>39 + 17</td>
<td>39, curated to 12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-professionals</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>69, 56 valid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>108, 68 valid (12+56)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A summary of data collection results in the two stages: professionals, non-professionals and total.

In our analysis, we omit three treatments (and their associated ratings) that did not amass at least 11 ratings for each of the four criteria. This limit of 11 ratings was chosen as all treatment-criterion pairs in the professionals’ knowledge base had a minimum of 11 ratings. Thus, in the analysis we focus on the remaining 65 treatments across the four criteria. After data cleaning, a total of 8897 ratings remained in the dataset.

**Quantitative Data Analysis**

**Professionals’ and Non-professionals’ Assessment of the Professionals’ Knowledge Base**

To provide a generic overview to the knowledge base harvested from professionals, and more specifically to how the treatments are rated by both groups (professionals and non-professionals), we plot the density of ratings given per each criterion in Figure 5 (x-axis: rating score).

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Density of ratings/criteria (professionals' knowledge base).

In Figure 5 we can observe the professionals giving lower ratings across all criteria, but most prominently for criteria 1 and 4 (cost and efficiency). To investigate further, we plot in Figure 6 a breakdown of the treatments in the professionals’ knowledge base and provide a statistical analysis that pinpoints the origin of the differences observed in the previous figure. A comparison between the ratings by the two rater groups reveals 10 criterion-treatment pairs where the assessment significantly differs between the groups (p<0.05, Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test). The 10 pairs are denoted in Figure 6 along with their confidence levels (***: p < .01, **: p < .05). Note that Table 2 can be used to map the Treatment and criteria ids used in the plot to the actual treatments.

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6. Assessments by professionals and non-professionals to the 12 treatments in the Professionals’ knowledge base.

**Non-professionals’ Assessment on Both Knowledge Bases**

First, when comparing the 2 knowledge bases against each other (i.e., 12 treatments by professionals vs. 56 by non-professionals, using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test), we find that non-professionals perceive the treatment batch by professionals as overall more expensive (mean 50.4 vs 44.1), having longer duration of effect (mean 58.5 vs 51.9) and being more efficient (mean 62.2 vs 56.7). However, there was no significant difference found in the overall speed, *i.e.* how fast do they start to work, of the treatments (47.8 vs 48.8).

Next, we focus on contrasting the best and worst treatments in both knowledge bases, to investigate if non-professionals are capable of producing treatments that are perceived comparably to those by professionals. Bottom-3 segments in the non-professional knowledge base were rated overall lower for C1, C3, and C4 (p<0.01, Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test). Interestingly, all the top-3 treatments in each category show no significant differences, meaning that the highest rated treatments by non-professionals were assessed similarly to those by professionals across all four criteria. A table with all the treatments and comparison between the treatment pairs in the said segments is available online in the auxiliary materials of this manuscript.

**Survey Overview**

In the online end-user evaluation stage, 43 participants (6 m, 37 f, age ranging from 18 to 64, mean = 40.2, SD = 11.7) filled in the final questionnaire after having conducted a minimum of five what-if analyses using Back Pain Workshop to discover treatments. Out of the 43 participants, 41 had experienced LBP in their lives and 7 identified themselves as clinical professionals on the matter.
The online end-user questionnaire revealed that both user groups found the combined knowledge of professionals and non-professionals as the key in our system. When explicitly asked to choose one of the three knowledge sources as the most interesting one, 30 of the 43 survey respondents chose the combined one. Overall, the combined knowledge base was also seen as the most trusted one (albeit not statistically significantly more than the professionals’ one).

**Key Qualitative Insights**

The following qualitative analysis considers combined survey and interview results from 1) the end-user questionnaires, 2) patient home visits, and 3) the future hospital tech fair. Two of the paper’s authors first collaboratively reduced the result set to items that relate to the original research questions (value to stakeholders, perceptions by stakeholders). Then, the same two authors independently identified emerging themes in the result set. Finally, the results were inserted in a shared spreadsheet online, and the authors collaborated to find and refine the largest common themes.

**Complementing Professionals’ Expertise and Treatments**

The end users of the decision support tool – both professionals and non-professionals – agreed that the inclusion of the non-professional knowledge clearly adds value to the system. Particularly in the non-professionals’ opinion the voice of their own community was deemed valuable: “Sometimes, practical treatments and authentic experiences can help much better than advice from professionals” (Female, 29).

Professionals made no such direct claims about the validity of non-professional advice but on several occasions stated that they would be happy to give the tool to their patients before a face-to-face consultation. That way, patients would have ideas from both professionals and their own non-professional peers to discuss, and they could together agree on a treatment experiment that has scientific or practical validity to it (is a part of national recommendations, or the doctor personally agrees with it). The patient would also feel that she is given attention to: “Much better than forums and actually I think this could be offered on a tablet before going to see for example a doctor to show what their options are” (Female professional, at the hospital tech fair).

Particularly in regard to giving attention to patients, it was indeed fairly alarming in our collaborators’ opinion to notice that “taking patients more seriously” was rated as the most rapidly working treatment by non-professionals (see auxiliary materials online).

**Pitfalls and Roadblocks to Adoption**

One particularly troublesome issue identified by several participants is how to discover the system online in the first place. One of the interviewed professionals summarized it: “By far the biggest problem is making people find it online” (Male professional, tech fair). We agree on this, and are currently working to tackle this problem. This is however, far from trivial. The battle for attention online is fierce, with both commercial actors as well as established public health information outlets competing for the audiences.

The second limitation identified by some of our users was the system’s suitability (or lack thereof) for serious back pain cases. A comment from a non-professional participant, “When one is completely burnt out with pain, using tools like this is pointless” (Female, 43), is a testimony to the harsh reality that many back pain patients experience: Sometimes the treatments just do not help. Another popular, shared sentiment among participants was about finding nothing new among the treatments, implying that they have over the years tried and heard about everything already. In our context, this suggests that Back Pain Workshop is best suited to early-stage information discovery, with patients that do not yet have excessive, long-term first-hand experience with the burdensome condition.

**DISCUSSION**

The potential of crowdsourcing has long been acknowledged in public health applications [4] and – relevant to our work – in decision support as well [6]. In our research, we set to collect and analyse LBP treatments from two distinct stakeholder groups. We did this via means of crowdsourcing and to help discover best-matching LBP treatments. We found this approach as highly compelling, since it provides clear benefits for both of the groups, and particularly non-professionals valued being able to tap into the knowledge of professionals while their own opinions were respected as well.

A typical way to aggregate crowdsourced contributions to draw reliable conclusions is assigning “trustworthiness scores” for the contributors [8]. We wanted to offer the intended end-users (non-professionals) a clear means to choose whose judgement to trust, as especially in the medical domain the separation of professionals and non-professionals can be seen as beneficial [3,12,17]. Other systems exploring distinct groups have also found that the added diversity tends to lead into higher number of novel ideas [1].

Another differentiating aspect in our work is reusability of the knowledge bases. Crowdsourcing decision support in the medical domain typically focuses on providing (near) real-time support (e.g., [3,12]). However, the crowds’ role in collecting reusable knowledge bases has also been recently acknowledged [6]. A knowledge base that contains numerous options to choose from, contributed by both professionals and non-professionals was indeed seen handy in the case of LBP, where the lack of therapeutic consensus causes trouble in choosing treatments [26]. Unlike in forums where information is hidden inside threads, Back Pain Workshop offers a clean interface to simply determine an ideal treatment and, as a result, returns a list of best matches from the knowledge base.
Contrasting the Knowledge Bases (RQ1)
First, while the end-users clearly trusted the professionals (Figure 6), they found the combination of both as the overall most interesting aspect in the work (30 out of 43 survey respondents). The design choice was further praised in the surveys and interviews, where including both viewpoints was seen as highly valuable. In the opinion of our own medical collaborators, for example, the ratings data is a precious outcome for two reasons: they can easily find out how the treatments work “out there”, and they can self-reflect when their own estimates differ from those of the collective professional community.

Related work suggests that with adequate support the output of non-professionals can be improved to match that of the professionals in many cases [5,21,28]. In our study, the best treatments by non-professionals were assessed very similarly to the best by professionals. We find this remarkable, given how the professionals’ treatments were carefully curated by a group of seasoned LBP professionals with decades of practical knowledge from the field. The low-performing treatments by non-professionals, however, were clearly assessed lower than the worst professionals’ treatments (Table 4).

Crowdsourcing literature suggests that laymen’s contributions, when augmented and filtered in novel ways, can often replace the need for experts [27]. In our case, however, the professionals were quick to point that the treatments by non-professionals need to be scientifically validated before being even considered to be included as treatment suggestions in any kind of national authoritative guidelines. This type of manoeuvring between medical liability and practical help has been also identified earlier as one of the key challenges in medical peer-support systems [15]. There must exist a clear division between official treatments by clinical professionals and our crowdsourced treatment database accessible via Back Pain Workshop.

In addition to simply providing “good treatments”, the non-professionals’ knowledge base is valuable in other ways as well. Based on an informal content analysis, the treatments in the non-professionals’ knowledge base were not as medically exactly articulated in nature as in the professionals’ one. They also at times included typos, bad grammar, and upper-case text. However, textual non-professional descriptions on which treatments seem to work can be used by professionals in learning about the real-world experiences of potential patients [20].

Value to Stakeholders (RQ2)
The most valuable aspect of our work for professionals was being able to contrast their own knowledge to that of non-professionals. Indeed, several treatments by professionals were perceived differently by non-professionals than by professionals themselves (10 treatment-criterion pairs with statistically significant differences, depicted in Figure 6). This, as was evident in our discussion with our collaborators, is highly important knowledge for the professionals, as they learn to “calibrate” their own expectations to the experiences of the non-professionals (i.e., their potential patients) out there. In addition, Back Pain Workshop was seen useful especially for discussing different treatment options and their validity for patients that have not yet sought help for their LBP before. The same opinion was shared by non-professionals, who on many occasions stated that the treatments that the system can provide are not very helpful if they already have a rich history with clinical care for their condition.

Furthermore, non-professionals found the information repository trustworthy, and useful in particular for users with less-severe cases of LBP. Another interesting finding among non-professionals is how they believe that the tool will inform professionals. There was a clearly observable tendency to think that professionals are somehow ignoring the non-professional opinion, and that the professionals simply cannot always know all the “tricks” that non-professionals have discovered on their own. This is much in line with related work by Hartzler and Pratt [11], who conclude that non-professionals’ role is a complementary one, and that non-professionals are often able to provide information that clinicians cannot. Indeed, some of the professionals who participated in our study supported this viewpoint and brought up that LBP is a non-trivial problem with no silver bullet solutions.

Design and Development Opportunities
Mitigating gaming attempts or finding ways to improve the quality of aggregated contributions is one of the key challenges in crowdsourcing in general [8]. In our case, gaming constitutes one of the future challenges to tackle: how to prevent people from inserting treatments that benefit themselves (e.g., commercially), as already noted by one professional in our interviews? The granular data model [9] is key here, and for example simple approaches like removing outliers inserted to the system during the same time window can be explored, to begin with. Additionally, community-based flagging of treatments as well as some kind of metric about scientific validity of the treatments – even if implemented as just one among the assessment criteria – could be helpful in weeding out generally undesired results.

Another related issue is the number of similar treatments in the system. Users could be offered some type of NLP-based solution that helps them find potentially overlapping ideas and then improve upon them rather than contribute a similar one, much like the concept explored in [19].

As stated earlier, we carefully surveyed all respondents in the data collection stages. However, we did not leverage the collected data in the treatment discovery by allowing users to more granularly filter the information source. We acknowledge that personal factors of the respondents can affect their opinions and data. The current straightforward approach of treating each respondent as equal is straightforward and functional, but not necessarily optimal.
Thus, further developing and leveraging surveys to create more granular controls for choosing the knowledge source (Figure 3) would help people to discover even more personalised and trustworthy treatments (e.g., based on knowledge collected only from people suffering from similar type and magnitude of back pain).

Another direction to take with the work is exploring its generalisability across other health problems. We point, however, that e.g., contacting all the professionals needed to bootstrap the professionals’ knowledge base was a daunting job, and automating this is far from trivial. Also, coming up with unambiguous criteria mechanism (users have differing understanding of criteria) needs to be explored. Developing the tool into a mobile version that professionals can use together with their first-time patients, but only after first donating their own wisdom, could be one solution to begin with.

As an interesting final consideration for future technical development, the system shows promise to be a feedback channel in general for people with LBP. In the beginning of the study we created a dedicated email alias for the project, and included it on the front page (Figure 1), for users to send comments and questions to. We received 7 emails, among which were 2 from professionals asking to be involved in discussing the results in more depth, and 3 from non-professionals to personally thank us for the work we are doing for the community and to provide detailed and lengthy descriptions of their struggles with the national health care system and their own LBP condition. Yet, the system is admittedly hard to find online, as indicated as the biggest problem by professionals.

Limitations
One of the most prominent limitations in our real-world case study was the initial seeding of the system with professionals' contributions when collecting data from non-professionals. Non-professionals who saw the most likely very “popular” treatments were discouraged to suggest the same treatments as their own contributions. This was, however, a strict necessity as we needed to collect the assessment from non-professionals to professionals’ contributions.

Further, due to counterbalancing the shown treatments, this issue affected only the first few non-professionals who contributed new treatments, and for example in Table 4 we can indeed observe that non-professionals did suggest similar treatments to those by professionals. Then, the origin of treatments in the two knowledge bases most likely contain minor overlap. Although we attempted to ensure that only non-professionals contributed to the non-professional knowledge base, the calls were public and spread organically in social media. Thus, it is possible that some professionals also saw the call and contributed to the “incorrect” knowledge base.

We also did not account for personal differences of the users who contributed the knowledge bases and how that affects the data. Some users, due to their personal life situation, may have provided extremely low or high ratings for certain treatments. Currently, our design attempts to mitigate these types of errors by relying on wisdom of the crowd, but other mechanisms, such as deploying surveys and increasing the granularity of the treatment discovery interface, need to be considered as well (as discussed among the future development opportunities).

Finally, while the system design is highly dynamic and accommodates adding new treatments and criteria runtime, we did not include the user-contributed criteria. This was due to rapidly increasing data collection burden: new data must be collected for all treatments for the new criterion. The real issue to overcome here is securing a steady flow of new contributors to the system.

CONCLUSION
Back Pain Workshop is a crowd-powered online system that lets users discover LBP treatments that originate from two distinct crowds: professionals and non-professionals. Our results indicated that, according to non-professionals’ assessment, the highest-rated treatments crowdsourced from non-professionals are of comparable quality to the highest-rated treatments from professionals. However, in their assessment, the worst treatments from non-professionals were perceived clearly as worse than the worst from non-professionals. Professionals, on the other hand, perceived many of their own suggestions to be of lower quality than what non-professionals think of the same treatments. Clinical professionals are, thus, more critical of the presented “gold-standard” solutions.

Back Pain Workshop is not only about data: It was seen as a reliable information source that contributed especially by bundling the non-professional opinion in the same tool that offers professional advice. The clinical professionals found value in self-reflection, because the general public disagreed with their assessment of certain treatments. They also found potential in the tool in clinical use with new patients with no extensive experience with back pain.

We contribute to crowdsourcing literature with a real-world case study that built diverse, reusable knowledge bases on a relevant and burdensome global issue: low back pain. In the future, we shall focus on improving this particular deployment and experimenting with other medical conditions.
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